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a b s t r a c t

To measure the effects of input variables’ realization on variance of the output performance function and
on the failure probability of structural system, two new probabilistic importance measures (PIMs) are
defined. As an input variable takes its realization according to its probability distribution, the two PIMs
can quantify the possibility of reducing the variance of the output performance function and the possi-
bility of improving the structural system reliability, respectively. After the properties of the PIMs are illu-
minated and proved in detail, a solution based on the probability density function evolution method
(PDEM) is constructed to evaluate the PIMs. The solution is used to solve the PIMs with correlated input
variables based on the Copula transformation. Examples demonstrate that the proposed solution on the
PDEM can improve the computational efficiency greatly with acceptable precision, and the solution based
on the conjunction of the PDEM and the Copula transformation can effectively solve the PIMs with cor-
related input variables.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Due to the universal existence of uncertainty in engineering, the
propagation of uncertainty is becoming a main concern in the lit-
erature. To properly address this concern, it is highly necessary
to recognize the effects of the input uncertainty on the output
uncertainty, and this is also named as the importance analysis of
input variables [1], which is the focus of this contribution. At pres-
ent, Helton et al. [2], Saltelli [3], Iman and Hora [4], Sobol [5],
Miman and Pohl [6], Pörn [7], de Rocquigny et al. [8], Chun et al.
[9] and Borgonovo [10] proposed their importance measures
(IMs) to represent the effects of the input variables, and the corre-
sponding importance analysis methods have been constructed.
These IMs can be classified into three categories: the nonparamet-
ric technique, the variance-based IM and the moment-independent
IM. By analyzing these existing IMs, it can be found that most of
them measure and compare the average effects of the input vari-
ables’ realizations on the different statistic characteristics of the
output performance. The average values can measure effects of
the input variables’ realizations. However, the possibilities of
reducing the variance of the output performance and improving
the reliability cannot be given by the average effects. Therefore,

in order to measure these possibilities as a result of realizations
of the input variables, two probabilistic IMs (PIMs) are defined in
the contribution, and their properties are discussed. After the def-
inition and properties of the PIMs are introduced, the solutions of
the PIMs are suggested. By transforming the solving of the PIMs
into the traditional reliability analysis, a probability density evolu-
tion method (PDEM) [13] is employed to obtain the results of the
PIMs. Furthermore, solutions of the PIMs for the structural system
with correlated input variables are provided by use of the condi-
tional sampling on the Copula transformation and its inverse
transformation.

In this paper, before two PIMs are defined with their properties
discussed, we first review the variance-based IM and the moment-
independent IM on the failure probability in Section 2. Section 3
provides a highly efficient solution for the PIMs. In Section 4, two
numerical examples and an engineering example are used to illus-
trate the effectiveness of the PIMs and the PDEM based solution.
Section 5 is the closure with some conclusions.

2. Two PIMs

Suppose Y = g(X) = g(X1, X2, . . ., Xn) is the output performance
function of the structural system, where X = {X1, X2, . . ., Xn} is a
n-dimension random input vector. Because the effects of the input
variables on the variance of Y and on the failure probability are
more remarkable in engineering, the variance-based IM [5] and
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the moment-independent IM on the failure probability [11] are
presented respectively.

2.1. The variance-based IM and the moment-independent IM on the
failure probability

(1) The variance-based IM [5]
The variance-based IM of an input variable or a group of input

variables is defined as the ratio of the variance of the output expec-
tation given XI and the unconditional output variance, i.e.

SI ¼
VarðEXI ðY jXIÞÞ

VarðYÞ ¼ VarðYÞ � EXI ½VarðYjXIÞ�
VarðYÞ

¼ EXI ½VarðYÞ � VarðY jXIÞ�
VarðYÞ ð1Þ

where SI is the variance-based IM. XI denotes a variable Xi or a group
of variables ðXi1 ; . . . ;Xig Þð1 6 i1 6 � � � 6 ig 6 nÞ. Var(Y) is the uncon-
ditional variance of Y, and Var(Y|XI) is the conditional variance of
Y given XI.

(1) The moment-independent IM on the failure probability [11]
Noting that the failure probability is an important index of the

structural system, the moment-independent IM gI defined in Ref.
[11] represents the effect of XI on the failure probability,

gI ¼
1
2

EXI ½jPf �PfjXI
j� ¼1

2

Z þ1

�1

Z
F

fYðyÞdy�
Z

F
fY jXI ðyÞdy

����
����fXI ðxIÞdxI ð2Þ

¼1
2

Z þ1

�1
jPf �Pf jXI jfXI ðxIÞdxI

where F denotes the failure domain defined by the output perfor-
mance function F ¼ fX : Y ¼ gðXÞ 6 0g. Pf is the unconditional fail-
ure probability, and Pf jXI is the conditional failure probability
given XI. fY(y) is the unconditional probability density function
(PDF) of Y, fY jXI ðyÞ is the conditional PDF of Y given XI, and fXI ðxIÞ
is the joint PDF of XI, and dxi ¼ dxi1 dxi2 :::dxig .

2.2. Discussion about the above IMs

In Eq. (1), it can be found that SI reflects the average effect of the
realization XI on the variance of the output performance function Y.
Because SI is defined as the average difference between Var(Y) and
Var(Y|XI), the partial effect of XI on Var(Y) is possibly concealed
since the values of Var(Y) � Var(Y|XI) are possible positive or nega-
tive in the random domain of XI. As is shown in Fig. 1, when the
input variables Xi and Xj uniformly distribute in the interval [a,
b], the difference between Var(Y|Xi) and Var(Y) is completely coun-
teracted as Xi � U(a, b). For the case shown in Fig. 1, it is obviously

that Si = 0 but Sj > 0, which is to say the effect of Xj; on the variance
of Y is more significant than that of Xi, and Xi has no effect on the
variance of Y. Obviously, this conclusion generated from the defini-
tion shown in Eq. (1) is insufficient to evaluate the contributions of
input variables Xi and Xj to the variance of the performance func-
tion. Because Var(Y) � Var(Y|XI) is random and it varies with value
of Xi, the average only reflects the partial information of the ran-
dom characteristics of Var(Y) � Var(Y|XI) .

Similar problem also exists in the definition shown in Eq. (2).
There is not counteraction effect of the variables’ realizations on
the failure probability in the definition of gI, however, since
jPf � PfjXI

j is a random variable of which the values vary with XI,
it is also inappropriate to evaluate the effect only from the average
by Eq. (2), and it is shown in Fig. 2.

2.3. Two PIMs

The above IMs quantify the average contributions of input var-
iable to different statistical characteristics of the output perfor-
mance function. They cannot reflect the possibilities of reducing
the variance and improving the reliability if the input variable
takes its realized value. To analyze those possibilities, two probabi-
listic IMs, of which one is on the variance and the other is on the
failure probability, are proposed as follows.

eVar
I ¼ PfVarðYÞ � VarðYjXIÞ > 0g ð3Þ

ePf
I ¼ PfPf � Pf jXI > 0g ð4Þ

where the PIM eVar
I reflects the possibility that the conditional var-

iance is smaller than the unconditional variance as XI taking its real-

ized values according to the PDF fXI ðxIÞ, and the PIM ePf
I reflects the

possibility that the conditional failure probability is smaller than
the unconditional failure probability as XI taking its realized values
according to the PDF fXI ðxIÞ. The most notable difference between
the PIMs and the two IMs in Section 2.1 lies in that the former aims
at the possibility of reducing the output variance or failure probabil-
ity by fixing an input at its random values, while the IMs aims at the
expectation of such reduction.

Similarly, the PIM eVar
JjI can be defined to reflect the possibility

that the conditional variance Var(Y|XIXJ) given XI and XJ is smaller

than the conditional one Var(Y|XI) given XI, and the PIM ePf
JjI can be

defined to reflect the possibility that the conditional failure proba-
bility Pf jXI XJ given XI and XJ is smaller than the conditional one Pf jXI

given XI, i.e.

Fig. 1. Sketch map of the conditional variance varying with the input variables
(where a, b, c are positive real).

Fig. 2. Sketch map of the conditional failure probability varying with the input
variable.
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